“In memory of all those KFOR soldiers who lost their lives
while serving for peace, freedom and security in Kosovo.”
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Major General Guglielmo Luigi Miglietta appointed as KFOR XX Commander by Allied Joint Force Command-Naples Commander,
US Navy Admiral Mark E. Ferguson III, on 07 August 2015.
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The evolution of KFOR
Seventeen years after the beginning of the KFOR
mission many challenges remain. However the open
antagonism, witnessed in earlier times, has been
replaced by dialogue and genuine attempts by all
sides to focus on the improvement in daily lives of all
people living in Kosovo. With the security situation
throughout Kosovo getting steadily better, KFOR
has witnessed reductions in its original strength.
These adjustments in posture and size however
cannot be seen as an engine of success per se, rather
as a consequence of it. Moreover, today’s relatively
benign and stable situation should never be taken for
granted and the existing remaining issues affecting
the social and economic development of Kosovo,
despite being well outside the specific interest of
the NATO mission, cannot be overlooked. KFOR
continuing struggle in carrying out a multitude of
tasks, such as the protection of sensitive historical and
cultural sites and the control of the Administrative
Boundary Line (ABL), must continue to portray both
a professional and robust posture. In doing so, we
must continue reinforcing the already very positive
light under which the mission is perceived by the
majority of the population, prior to, eventually,
starting the transition of responsibility to civil
authorities when the required conditions are met.
Too often, in the past, the difficulty to read the
volatile security situation led to a sudden eruption

of clashes and disorders, which was promptly and
firmly faced by NATO troops. The quick resolution of
these potentially disruptive incidents was possible
because of both the flexibility and capability of KFOR
forces in Theatre. This need to maintain an adequate
level of operational readiness drove the Mission’s
many reorganizations, from its initial to current force
strength, roughly one tenth of its original 55.000
soldiers. Now KFOR avails of a well assorted set of
military capabilities, both kinetic and non-kinetic,
offered by 31 Troops Contributing Nations (TCNs)
and grouped into Multinational Battle Groups,
Joint Regional Detachments and a Tactical Reserve,
composed by a multinational infantry unit and
the highly skilled personnel of the Multinational
Specialized Unit. The biggest leap forward was taken
in 2011, when the consolidated enhanced ability of
the Kosovo Police (KP) as 1st Responder, teaming
with European Union Rule of Law Mission (EULEX)
as 2nd Responder, allowed KFOR to reposition its
overall structure assuming the role of 3rd Responder.
This, in turn, allowed a shifting towards a more nonkinetic approach and a consequent empowering of
the Liaison and Monitoring Teams, embedded into
the Kosovo social tissue, yet maintaining the ability
to respond robustly if and when required.
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KFOR troops entering Kosovo 1999.

KFOR troops entering Kosovo 1999.

This print is taken from the original painting, done by Mr. Nick Bashall in July 1999, to commemorate the signing, in the “Batcave”,
of the Undertaking with the Kosovo Liberation Army (KLA), chaired by General Sir Mike Jackson, as the first COM KFOR. The reason
the main Conference Room got its nickname “Batcave” was because the original room was high ceilinged, dark and cavernous,
hence its humorous linkage to a bat cave.
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COM KFOR Reflection
What were your key priorities on assuming command
of KFOR?
When I assumed command of KFOR, thirteen months
ago, I set priorities and focused KFOR on intelligence
driven operations and accurate assessments of
developments in the security situation, through
the agreed conditions based framework. The KFOR
staff has focused KFOR on maintaining its overall
capabilities and capacities, including a robust and
effective tactical reserve, while adapting its force
structure through a flexible force posture and a
well balanced mix of units tasked to conduct fixed
and dynamic activities on a rotational basis. In
the last months, we have worked to expand KFOR
intelligence assets capacity and further strengthened
our links with the Kosovo Security Organizations
(KSO), to support and hasten their development.
Recently KFOR just set the cornerstone for the next
“quantum leap”, by starting a plan aimed to improve
the situation along the Administrative Boundary
Line (ABL) between Serbia and Kosovo, a longlasting and eminently political issue. We are still far
away from naming this an achieved success, it will
take long time to find a political solution, but at least
the first step has been taken.
What do you believe have been the key benchmarks
achieved by KFOR in this period?
Running the risk of appearing too bold, I would
say that KFOR XX’s list of achievements is long
and varied, from the operational to humanitarian
perspective. Through Key Leader Engagements
(KLEs) and our ongoing active posture, KFOR was
able to mitigate threats and potentially disruptive
situations, both with a direct intervention and by
6

supporting the Institutions in Kosovo (IiK). Across
the spectrum of our activities, our forces on the
ground, the staff at KFOR HQ and the key leaders, in
the Command Group, worked together seamlessly
to achieve common and shared goals. I will just
mention a few, the full relaxation of the “Air Safety
Zone”, the successful closure of a couple of Camps,
the finalization of the Rotary Wing Base at the Slatina
military airport, the tangible improvement of the
relationship with surrounding countries’ leadership,
the involvement of Kosovo Security Forces (KSF),
for the first time with an active role, in our annual
exercise, the outstanding peaceful conduct of the
Serbian Orthodox Church’s Holy Synod, hold for the
first time in Kosovo after the 1999 war. Furthermore,
we improved the effectiveness of patrols conducted
with the Serbian Armed Forces (SAF) and the Kosovo
Border Police (KBP) either along or close to the
ABL. Through accurate assessment of the situation
on the ground and careful engagement of local
municipal leadership, the sometimes tense political
atmosphere never reached dangerous thresholds.
We worked really all together to set an example and
push local institutions and populace towards true
and recognized democratic values.
What posture and role does KFOR adopt in meeting
these challenges?
Currently, KFOR is the 3rd Responder in case of
emergencies and incidents in Kosovo; we are
responsible to ensure a Safe and Secure Environment
(SASE) and Freedom of Movement (FOM) for all the
people in Kosovo, towards a desired condition we
call “dynamic stability”. Throughout recent years
KFOR stood ready in the background, achieving

Major General Guglielmo Luigi Miglietta, Kosovo Force
Commander (August 2015 - September 2016).

lasting progress by mentoring the Kosovo Security
Organizations (KSO) which today proved to have
reached truly satisfactory and effective skills.
Through partnership, collaborative planning and
training, we were able to sustain and improve the
development of the institutions from a reactive to a
pre-emptive posture, where anticipatory measures
were taken to mitigate risks and improve stability.
What other achievements of KFOR during this
period outside the operational remit gave you most
satisfaction?
In addition to achieving its operational goals, KFOR
has also put many efforts into collateral affairs, often
if not always, thanks to personal dedication of its
members. The numerous achievement attained
in this field, despite not being really operational,
have been a source of great satisfaction for my
soldiers and myself. The already mentioned Holy
Synod of the Orthodox Church, as an example,
demonstrated that through a close and sincere
cooperation Kosovo is definitively capable of multiethnic and inter-religious tolerance. Related to this,
I can mention KFOR ongoing role in the protection
of the Visoki monastery, a unique cultural and
religious site. The site has been the focal point of
a number of quarrels in the past, but now starts to

slowly turn into a genuinely perceived irreplaceable
historical and cultural site, a unifying factor for all
sections of society. Additionally, the refurbishment
and repair of main road axis and bridges, through
direct and contracted interventions to improve
Kosovo infrastructural network, had a huge impact
on livelihood of populace. But more than else, I am
very proud of all the KFOR personnel who used their
own time and resources to set an example and to
show their personal commitment, by conducting
charitable acts for orphanages, schools and needy
persons. KFOR soldiers organized community
events that raised funds, volunteered at schools and
collected clothing which served to strengthen the
bonds of the locals to the international community.
I take particular pride and joy in our assistance with
the Paralympics Games that were held in Kosovo;
I found this activity to be a deeply rewarding
experience by closely supporting these special
children and their mentors in their daily struggle to
fight against the difficulties, for a better life.
What are your thoughts into the future for KFOR?
By fulfilling its mission, and sometimes as seen
going slightly above and beyond it, KFOR and its
personnel will first of all continue in its primary role:
provide the necessary Safe and Secure Environment
and Freedom of Movement for all the people in
Kosovo. As Kosovo develops, walking along the road
to a mature democracy, improving its economy, its
security organizations and political institutions,
KFOR will be able to step into the background more
and more, and eventually fade away. The process
which lies in front of us, however will be increasingly
political in nature and, therefore, any assessment
in terms of how much time we are talking about is
extremely difficult.
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“SHAPING THE CHANGE” Motto
“Shaping the Change”, the KFOR Commander has
chosen this as the new motto for the twentieth (XX)
rotation of the NATO Forces in Kosovo. The layout of
the emblem was also revised. Like all the previous
KFOR mottos and emblems, they both have a precise
meaning.
First, the key word of the overall
communication theme, which
supports KFOR XX new
logo, is “continuity”.
KFOR has had a long
lasting presence in
the region and its
mission
remains
the same.
There are however
some
subtle
adjustments
which directed the
emblem decision:
the new emblem is a
graphic representing
the NATO star and the
outline of the Kosovo
region. None of those are
superimposed on each other
to symbolize the intimate and
close relationship achieved thus far.
Under this aspect, the presence of the Kosovo Force
today is more important than ever as an enabling
catalyst, to ease the process which will hopefully
lead to a full normalization. The NATO force is not
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a stand-alone organization, but a well nested and
organized network of players moving together for
the same objective.
The motto, “Shaping the Change”, highlights the fact
that now, after so many noticeable achievements,
we clearly see the “winds of change”
blowing across the region. Results,
which were regarded as too
far reaching just a couple
of years ago, are now
visible. This is the right
moment to start lining
up all the efforts
and consolidating
the successes, in
order to set a rocksolid foundation
for further and
higher milestones.
We are observing
today a promising
yet fragile future. We
have the responsibility
to “Shape the Change”
by turning “challenges”
into “opportunities”. We
should strive to do our job to
the best of our ability, maximize our
contributions for the development of a Safe and
Secure Environment (SASE), contributing to support
the common goal of a consolidated peace and
stability throughout the region.

Troop Contributing Nations (TCNs)

KFOR Headquarters at Camp “Film City”, in Prishtinë/Priština.
Flags of the 31 Troop Contibuting Nations (TCNs): Albania, Armenia, Austria, Bulgaria, Canada, Croatia, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Moldova, the Netherlands,
Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovenia, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, Ukraine, United Kingdom and the United States.
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KFOR HQ
The KFOR HQ and its associated branches, with its diverse
multinational staff is the engine that is at the heart of the mission,
from a command and control perspective, in order to maintain
KFOR’s robust operational presence on the ground. Of the 31
Troop Contributing Nations (TCNs), some 26 are represented on
the HQ Staff.
In achieving the overarching mission of KFOR in Kosovo, COM
KFOR is advised and guided by a vital advisory group composed
of those staff officers having special technical duties. The “Special
Staff” includes certain technical specialists such as lawyers
(LEGAD), surgeons and doctors (MEDAD), communications and
information specialists (PAO), political (POLAD) and gender
(GENAD) advisors.
The Deputy Commander of KFOR (DCOM) is second in command
of KFOR and he/she performs duties directed by COM KFOR in
support of the Commander. He/she represents the COM KFOR
in matters of command authority and responsibility when the
Commander is not available.
The other key officer is the Chief of Staff (COS). He/she is the
principal coordinator of the HQ Staff in Camp “Film City” (CFC).
To do this, the COS establishes clear direction and prioritization
for planning, coordinating, supervising and other functional
activities. The COS is supported by the “General Staff” which
consists of personnel (J1), intelligence (J2), operations (J3),
logistics (J4), planning (J5), communications (J6) and resource (J8)
specialists.
Another lynchpin within the HQ is that of the Command Sergeant
Major (CSM) who advises the Commander on matters pertaining
to discipline, morale and welfare of all other ranks.
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KFOR HQ Staff during daily activities.
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KFOR Units
Ever since 1999, KFOR has had a high operational tempo which, while reducing over the years and having
gone through a number of reorganisations, still maintains a significant footprint in the region with the ability
to respond rapidly when and if required. The mission is predominantly carried out by the two Multinational
Battle Groups (MNBG East and West) to ensure that the Safe and Secure Environment (SASE) is maintained
and that any tensions, arising in an Area of Responsibility (AoR), are quickly monitored and assessed with
the aim of returning all involved parties to the negotiating table, preventing an outbreak of violence.
This comprehensive approach, using the more conventional muscle of the military, is combined with the
softer non-kinetic aspects of three Joint Regional Detachments (JRD North, Centre and South), each with
a number of embedded Liaison and Monitoring Teams (LMTs) acting as the “eyes and ears” of KFOR, to
preemptively identify problems, before they manifest themselves as security threats, to ensure that KFOR’s
mission of maintaining a Safe and Secure Environment is achieved. A number of other key units also play a
pivotal role in logistics as the Joint Logistics Support Group (JLSG) and administrative as the Headquarters
Support Group (HSG) functions and also as a Force Reserve, the Multinational Specialized Unit (MSU) and
the KFOR Tactical Reserve Manoeuvre Battalion (KTM). Also, another key component of KFOR’s assets is the
Aviation Detachment. This last operational multi-role asset can conduct a number of key tasks, including:
medical evacuation, reconnaissance, fire fighting and troop transportation. Additionally, on 1 June 2016,
KFOR HQ has constituted the Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance Multinational Battalion (ISR
MNBN). The following pages outline just some of the operational activities carried out during the year.
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KFOR troops during a ceremony, at Camp “Film City”.

Camp “Nothing Hill”

Camp “Maréchal de
Lattre de Tassigny”
Camp “Film City“
MSU Base
Camp “Slim Lines“
RWDOB

Camp “Villaggio Italia”

Camp “Bondsteel”

Camp “Prizren”

Geographical locations of KFOR units.
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Multinational Battle Group-East (MNBG-E)
MNBG-E is a multinational unit, which headquarters are located at Camp “Bondsteel”,
near Ferizaj/Urosevac, in the south eastern part of Kosovo. MNBG-E conducts presence
patrols in order to increase the security awareness in the Area of Responsibility (AoR) and
contributes to a Safe and Secure Environment (SASE) and Freedom of Movement (FOM) in
Kosovo. The unit conducts Administrative Boundary Line (ABL) synchronized patrols, with
Serbian Armed Forces (SAF), in order to ensure cooperation in enforcing UN Security Council Resolution
1244 and the Military Technical Agreement (MTA).
The unit is commanded by a US officer and is comprised of US troops with personnel from Germany,
Hungary, Poland, Romania, and Turkey.
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A KFOR helicopter with a “Bambi” bucket assisting in quenching forest fires in Kosovo.

KFOR US Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD) specialist preparing unexploded ordnance for disposal.
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KFOR US canine unit, utilised for specialist mine and explosive searching.

General Miglietta in attendance at a Transfer of
Authority (ToA) ceremony, in Camp “Bondsteel”,
with US Senior Commanders.
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Briefing for a synchronised patrol between Serbian
Armed Forces (SAF) and troops of MNBG-E.

KFOR US service member conducting small arms training at the firing range.

Kosovo Force Medical branch partners
with the National Blood Transfusion
Centre to host a blood donation.
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KFOR US soldier training in winter conditions in northern Kosovo.
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KFOR US troops undergoing Fire Phobia induction as part of Crowd Riot Control (CRC) training.

Medical Evacuation (MEDEVAC) exercise.
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Multinational Battle Group-West (MNBG-W)
MNBG-W is a multinational unit,
which headquarters are located at
Camp “Villaggio Italia”, near Pejë/Peč,
in the western part of Kosovo.
MNBG-W conducts presence patrols
in order to increase the security awareness in the Area
of Responsibility (AoR) and contributes to a Safe and
Secure Environment (SASE) and Freedom of Movement
(FOM) in Kosovo. The unit conducts Administrative
Boundary Line (ABL) synchronized patrols with Serbian
Armed Forces (SAF) in order to ensure cooperation in
enforcing UN Security Council Resolution 1244 and the
Military Technical Agreement (MTA). MNBG-W grants
the security at the Deçan/Dečane Monastery, the last of
the Properties with Designated Special Status (PrDSS).
The unit is commanded by an Italian officer and is
comprised of Italian troops with personnel from
Austria, Moldova and Slovenia.

Multinational Battle Group-West (MNBG-W) Transfer of
Authority (ToA) ceremony between the 4th Tank Regiment and
the incoming 62nd Infantry Regiment.
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MNBG-W conducting a routine patrol at the Deçan/Dečane Monastery.

2121

MNBG-W conducting a regular synchronised patrol with Serbian Armed Forces (SAF) along the Administrative Boundary Line (ABL).
Soldiers from MNBG-W conducting a routine patrol in isolated terrain.
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In December 2015, Kosovo Police (KP) with the close support of a MNBG-W patrol arrested four individuals near the Deçan/Dečane
Monastery, when after a search their car was found to contain weapons and ammunition. Of the nine religious sites in Kosovo that
have been identified at risk, the Deçan/Dečane Monastery is the only one remaining under the direct protection of KFOR.
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General Miglietta meeting with the Abbot of Deçan/Dečane Monastery, Father Sava.
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The “Run4Kosovo”
charity race
organized in Pejë/
Peč by the MNBG-W
in cooperation
with the staff of the
Municipality.

Joint exercise with troops of MNBG-W and KTM in Crowd Riot Control (CRC) training.
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Joint Regional Detachments (JRDs)
JRDs operate with non-kinetic assets called Liaison and Monitoring Teams (LMTs). Joint Regional
Detachments support COM KFOR’s situational awareness and communication campaign in their Area
of Responsibility (AoR) by liaising with local authorities, International Organizations (IOs) and NonGovernmental Organizations (NGOs). They enable the close monitoring and early identification of security,
socio-economic and political events, they also play a pivotal role in contributing to the maintenance of
a Safe and Secure Environment (SASE) and Freedom of Movement (FOM). These multi-national units are
comprised of troops from 10 nations. They are deployed in a combination of Field Houses embedded
within the local communities and Field Offices for liaison purposes throughout Kosovo.

Joint Regional Detachment-North (JRD-N)
JRD-N is a multinational unit, which
headquarters are located at Camp
“Maréchal de Lattre de Tassigny”, near
Novo Selo, in the northern part of Kosovo.

General Miglietta inspecting troops of JRD-N during a
Change of Command (CoC) ceremony.

General Miglietta meets troops of LMT from JRD-N.
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The unit is commanded by a Swiss officer and is
comprised of personnel from Switzerland, Greece
and Slovenia. JRD-N’s Area of Responsibility (AoR)
includes 5 Municipalities, covering the northern
part of Kosovo.

Key Leader Engagement (KLE) activity with local authorities. General Miglietta periodically meets all relevant stakeholders as part
of the comprehensive approach.
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Stone laying ceremony for “Bridge 167” in the north of Kosovo between Zveçan/Zvečan and Leposaviq/Leposavić municipalities. The
three mayors of the northern municipalities attended the event, re-emphasising the importance of this project and its contribution
to the future of the northern municipalities. Concluding the ceremony, KFOR representatives and the mayors put some objects in a
bottle which serves as a kind of time capsule and the bottle was inserted in the foundations of the bridge.
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Joint Regional Detachment-Centre (JRD-C)
JRD-C is a multinational unit, which
headquarters are located at Camp
“Film City”, near Prishtina/Priština.
The unit is commanded by an Italian
officer and is comprised of personnel
from Finland, Hungary, Italy, Slovenia and Turkey.
JRD-C’s Area of Responsibility (AoR) includes 13
Municipalities, covering the central part of Kosovo.

COM KFOR inspecting troops of JRD-C during a Change of
Command (CoC) ceremony, at Camp “Film City”.
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Troops from LMT of JRD-C engaging with the local population as part of their routine activities.
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Joint Regional DetachmentCentre hosts Kosovo Police (KP)
workshop in Camp “Film City”.
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A moment of joy, “blowing kisses”.

KFOR celebrates the “International Day of Persons with Disabilities”.

The Paralympics Games “Kosovo 2016” edition was held
at Vushtrri/Vučitrn on the weekend of 25-26 June. The
event was organised by the Paralympics Committee
with the support of KFOR, OSCE and local organisations.
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Joint Regional Detachment-South (JRD-S)
JRD-S is a multinational unit which
headquarters are located at Camp
“Prizren”, near Prizren.
The unit is commanded by a Turkish
officer and is comprised of personnel
from Austria, Poland, Switzerland, Turkey and the
United States.
JRD-S’ Area of Responsibility (AoR) includes 19
Municipalities covering the southern part of Kosovo.

General Miglietta inspecting troops of JRD-S during a Change of
Command (CoC) ceremony, at Camp “Prizren”.
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JRD-S conducting CIMIC activity at a local school.
General Miglietta visits the historic quarter of Prizren, JRD-S Area of Responsibility.
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The opening ceremony of a new Field House for the LMT, under Turkish Command, based at Gjilan/Gnjilane. Also present at the
ceremony was the Turkish Ambassador, H.E. Mrs. Kivilcim Kiliç.
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COM KFOR meets with Polish troops serving in KFOR, as part of LMT of JRD-S.

Multinational Specialized Unit (MSU)
MSU has its headquarters at MSU
base, located near Prishtinë/Priština.
MSU conducts security operations
including Crowd and Riot Control
(CRC) as well as information
gathering and assessment. The MSU can also provide
advice and training to local police forces on a wide
range of policing issues if required, including:
combating organized crime, terrorism, war crime
investigation, crime prevention and public security.
The unit, composed of police forces with military
status, is commanded by an Italian officer and is
comprised entirely of Italian Carabinieri.

General Miglietta with Colonel Coletta, MSU Commander, at the
“Austerlitz Bridge” in Mitrovicë/Mitrovica.
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Carabinieri on guard overlooking the “Austerlitz Bridge” in Mitrovicë/Mitrovica.
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Carabinieri engaging in intensive Crowd Riot Control (CRC) training during exercise “Silver Sabre”.
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Carabinieri distributing school material.
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MSU troops engaging in Crowd Riot Control (CRC).

43
Carabinieri undergoing weapons training.

Tactical Reserve Manoeuvre Battalion (KTM)
KTM is stationed at Camp “Slim Lines”
in Prishtinë/Priština.
KTM’s capabilities includes a wide
range of security operations, to
Persons with Designated Special Status
(PDSS) close security, to Properties with Designated
Special Status (PrDSS) security, road control, escorting
convoys, surveillance and reconnaissance, aid to the
civil population and other designated tasks. KTM is
specifically trained in Crowd and Riot Control (CRC)
operations and provides CRC training to all KFOR
units in particular for Fire Phobia. KTM also acts as an
‘‘Over the Horizon Force’’ to reinforce the European
Union Force (EUFOR) in Bosnia and Herzegovina, if
required. The KTM can be deployed anywhere in the
theatre of operations and perform any task or mission
for an unlimited period of time, being completely
independent.
The unit is commanded by a Portuguese officer and
the unit comprises both Hungarian and Portuguese
troops.

General Miglietta attending the Change of Command (CoC)
ceremony for the KTM, at Camp “Slim Lines”.
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Hungarian and Portuguese troops of the KTM undergoing Crowd Riot Control (CRC) training in winter conditions.

45
45

KTM soldiers conducting Crowd Riot Control (CRC)
and Freedom of Movement (FOM) training.

46
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A KTM platoon participating in a charity run event.

COM KFOR amongst assembled troops of the KTM.
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Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance
Multinational Battalion (ISR MNBN)
KFOR HQ has established, on 1 June 2016, a specialised Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance
Multinational Battalion (ISR MNBN). The concept of this new operational ISR dedicated unit is to guarantee
continuous situational awareness across the ISR spectrum, in order to ensure the comprehensive planning
and conduct of operations throughout the Kosovo Area of Operations (AoO). Additionally, these ISR assets
have the capability to operate for prolonged periods, providing KFOR Commander with continuous and
accurate information that can be then analysed, thereby allowing an operational driven approach that is in
turn intelligence led.
In this context, Italy has assumed the role of Lead Nation. This specialist unit, utilising the full array of
sophisticated systems and technological tools at its disposal, monitors all the relevant factors that are
associated with events within Kosovar society and territory.

A soldier of the ISR MNBN preparing surveillance equipment.
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Night vision equipment enhances night operations to
ensure SASE and FOM 24/7.

Aviation Detachment
The Aviation Detachment is a key KFOR operational asset comprising helicopters from
Croatia, Slovenia, Switzerland. The Aviation Detachment along with US helicopters,
belonging to the MNBG-E, comprise the “third dimension’’ assets capable of conducting
multi-role missions and key tasks. KFOR HQ, on a daily basis, may task these assets for a
multitude of diverse tasks from reconnaissance missions, medical evacuations (MEDEVAC)
and assisting local authorities in, for example, the provision of air assets in quenching forest fires.

The Air Port of Disembarkation (APOD) in Prishtinë/Priština
remains a strategically important facility. Its primary
purpose is for providing a safe and efficient APOD to allow
troop contributing nations (TCNs), to conduct their air
transport and medical evacuation operations in support
of KFOR’s mission. The APOD is separated from the civilian
terminal due to the volume and type of traffic it processes.
The APOD has its own separate aircraft parking apron
and passenger terminal. This allows KFOR to operate
independently of the civilian airport, thus reducing our
impact on the growing civilian side, which in 2015 processed
over 1.5 million passengers.
49

Joint Logistics Support Group (JLSG)
JLSG is located at Camp “Film City” in Prishtinë/Priština. The role of the JLSG is to ensure
theatre level logistics support and military engineering support to KFOR forces by employing
organic Combat Service Support (CSS) and Combat Support (CS) capabilities in order to
facilitate a Safe and Secure Environment (SASE) and Freedom of Movement (FOM). JLSG’s
functions includes general engineer support, transportation and recovery, EOD, fuel supply
and Reception, Staging and Onward Movement (RSOM). The Group is commanded by an Austrian officer
and is comprised of troops from 13 different troop contributing nations: Albania, Austria, Bulgaria, Canada,
Czech Republic, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Lithuania, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Ukraine and United
Kingdom.

KFOR HQ Joint Logistics assets operating in northern Kosovo
successfully recovering a civilian truck that had blocked the Main
Supply Route (MSR).

KFOR’s JLSG engineer team uses specialist equipment
to remove a large boulder that was hanging over the
entrance to a tunnel on the Main Supply Route “HEN”,
near Zubin Potok. KFOR’s engineer assets are, sometimes,
used for specialist operations to ensure a Safe and Secure
Environment (SASE) and Freedom of Movement (FOM) for
the public and KFOR.
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JLSG construction assets developing the Rotary Wing
Deployed Operating Base (RWDOB) co-located at Pristina
airport.

Headquarters Support Group (HSG)
HSG is stationed at Camp “Film City” in Prishtinë/Priština.
HSG’s role is to protect Camp “Film City”/HQ KFOR against internal and external threats. The
unit also provides real life support to HQ KFOR at Camp “Film City” and assigned facilities
including: Camp “Marechal de Lattre de Tassigny”, Camp “Nothing Hill” and Pristina military
airport. The unit is commanded by an Irish officer and is comprised of troops and civilian
staff from 13 nations: Albania, Armenia, Austria, Canada, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, the
Netherlands, Poland, Romania and the United States.

Members of the Greek guard conducting
a security check at the main entrance to
Camp “Film City”.

KFOR’s Fire Department
has been watching over
Camp ‘‘Film City’’ since 2001.
Today it is a modern, highly
skilled unit ready to respond
to any fire emergency.
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KFOR Training and Exercises

Training and exercises are routine military activities for
KFOR troops. KFOR uses exercises to train and improve
the capabilities of its units. Exercise “Silver Sabre” is
the largest exercise conducted by KFOR on an annual
basis. It is a three day exercise with a multitude of
interlocking serials. Its primary focus is to enhance
KFOR’s ability to maintain the readiness of troops and
increase operational flexibility by the individual Crowd
and Riot Control (CRC) training completed at unit
level. Another key objective is the harmonization of
Techniques, Tactics and Procedures (TTPs) between
the Kosovo Police (KP), 1st Responder, the European
Union Rule of Law Mission (EULEX) in Kosovo, 2nd
Responder, and KFOR, 3rd Responder. These multifaceted challenging exercises test troops and staff, at
all levels, and are predicated and nested within the
comprehensive approach which is a key pillar of KFOR’s
force posture.
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US KFOR Blackhawk helicopter awaiting the loading of a casualty during a MEDEVAC exercise.
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MNBG-W troops undergo rigorous and realistic training as part of Crowd Riot Control (CRC) drills.

Exercise “Silver Sabre” is the largest exercise conducted by KFOR every year. For the first time the exercise “Silver Sabre”
2016 edition has seen the first major participation of the KSF. They were intensively exercised in their capacity to handle
civil protection situations in emergency conditions in conjunction with Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD) and the
deployment of Search and Rescue (SAR) teams. The primary focus for the KSF is on developing and enhancing their
capacity in fulfilling their specific tasks related to domestic crisis response capability.

General Miglietta, KFOR Commander, and General Rama, KSF Commander, closely observe and monitor exercise “Silver
Sabre” 2016 edition.
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Securing the casualty prior
to embarkation as part of a
MEDEVAC exercise.
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KFOR heli assets allow the rapid deployment of troops should a crisis situation arise.

Great discipline is required to ‘‘hold the line’’ as part of Crowd Riot Control (CRC) training.
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Fire Phobia training as part of Crowd Riot Control (CRC) exercise.

Moldavian KFOR EOD specialist
preparing mortar rounds for safe
demolition...
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...aftermath.

Kosovo children fascinated by the ‘’hurt-locker’’ protective suit of an EOD specialist.
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Ukrainian soldier with specialist sniffer dog checking the scene.

Soldiers in action.
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“Silver Sabre” exercise with troops and supporting armour.
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Main Events
Full relaxation of the “Air Safety Zone”
Since 1999, the Military Technical

Agreement (MTA), signed in
Kumanovo, on 9 June 1999, between
KFOR and the Governments of the
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia
and the Republic of Serbia,
assigned full control over Kosovo’s
airspace to KFOR. COM KFOR was
entrusted as the sole authority
over the Kosovo airspace, de
facto closing the Kosovo airspace
to any non-military flight. In
technical terms, the airspace was
therefore considered “closed” as
far as standard International Civil
Ceremony to mark the full relaxation of the ‘‘Air Safety Zone’’
Aviation Organization (ICAO) rules
on 20 November 2015.
are concerned, and subject to
specific restrictions for both the
Commercial and General Aviation flights.
With the same agreement, an “Air Safety Zone” was defined as a 25 km zone around Kosovo’s Administrative
Boundary Line (ABL), into current Serbia own territory, which Serbian aircrafts could not enter without
NATO permission.
On 20 November 2015, the NATO Secretary General announced that the Alliance has authorized the
Commander of the Kosovo Force to fully relax the “Air Safety Zone”.
This decision was taken in response to the confirmation of the Republic of Serbia’s continued commitment
to Balkan airspace normalization and reflects the positive record of cooperation between KFOR and the
Serbian Armed Forces (SAF) within the Joint Implementation Commission (JIC) framework.
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KFOR support after FYROM flooding
The authorities in Former Yugoslav Republic of
Macedonia (FYROM*) declared a crisis situation, in
Skopje and Tetovo, following the dramatic heavy
rains occurred the night of 06 August 2016. On foot
of a request for assistance from the local authorities,
KFOR has tasked a number of assets to contribute in
the major clean-up operation, which was approved
by Joint Force Command – Naples (JFC-Naples), as
the higher command authority.
KFOR has committed vehicles and personnel, drawn
from both the Swiss and Austrian contingents, with
engineer and medical assets.
KFOR specialized assets ready for deployment in FYROM*.
It is precisely because of such ongoing hazards
caused by severe weather conditions that KFOR has continued, on an ongoing basis, to train its troops to
maintain their ability to deploy designated units, at short notice, to assist in disaster relief operations, as
an additional task.
Equally, such assistance, to civil authorities in a natural disaster scenario, is fully compliant and
complimentary with KFOR stated mission to enhance peace, stability and security within the region.
*Turkey recognizes the Republic of Macedonia with its constitutional name.

KFOR engineer assets removing accumulated debris for
disposal.
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Revitalization of the “Austerlitz Bridge”
The“Austerlitz Bridge”over the Ibar River in Mitrovicë/Mitrovica divides Kosovo Serb majority municipality
from Kosovo Albanian majority municipality. The bridge has always been a critical place where, in the
past, many inter-ethnic incidents and clashes occurred. It has been for many years a physical barrier
between two ethnic communities; therefore it has a strong political and symbolic connotation.
KFOR’s permanent observation post on the bridge represents the whole International Community’s will
to prevent events like those that occurred in 2004, 2008 and 2014.
The presence of the Italian Carabinieri on the bridge, together with the Kosovo Police (KP), is in line,
however, with the intention of KFOR to remain as 3rd Responder.
In the framework of the Brussels dialogue, an agreement was reached on Freedom of Movement (FOM)
on 25 August 2015. The solution that emerged – and proposed by the EU Office – is to revitalize the
current installations on the bridge in order to create a pedestrian zone and to, gradually, open the
passage to vehicle traffic.
After several delays, the “Peace Park” was fenced by an EU contracted company on 17 October 2015 and
the works started in mid-August 2016. The bridge will again be an element of union and not division.

View of the “Peace Park” on the “Austerlitz Bridge”.

Revitalization of the “Austerlitz Bridge”.
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The “Holy Synod” of the Serbian Orthodox Church

Celebration of the Holy Liturgy at the St. George Cathedral, in Prizren.

On 15 May 2016, Patriarch Irinej celebrated a Holy Liturgy together with the Bishops of the Serbian
Orthodox Church at the St. George Cathedral, in Prizren.
The Bishops, on 13 and 14 May, have been hosted at the Pejë/Peč Patriarchate and at the Deçan/Dečane
Monastery.
The smooth running of the event, which has not taken place in Kosovo since 1999, certainly constituted
a good signal and set the basis to steer, in the right direction, the normalization process.
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Vignettes of KFOR
The award of a military medal is always a special day in the life of a
soldier. Military medals are awarded in recognition of specific acts or
service which can vary in significance from routine duty, to bravery
and valour.

COM KFOR, General Miglietta, presenting the KFOR service medal.
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DCOM KFOR, Brig. Gen. Korom, presenting the KFOR service medal.

“I’m proud to be your Commander and I thank all of you for your commitment. Well done my fellow soldiers.”
Major General Guglielmo Luigi Miglietta, KFOR XX Commander
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The commencement of the “DANCON March”, a physically challenging 25 or 40 kms combat march.

The purpose of the march is to raise funds for “Danish Veteran’s Organization” for supporting soldiers
who have been injured in international operations.
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Pilgrimage to the Letnica sanctuary in the south east of Kosovo.
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SACEUR, General Breedlove, having breakfast with KFOR soldiers.

Charity run in Camp “Film City”.

The annual Remembrance Service of the United Kingdom at the British Memorial, at KFOR HQ.

“KFOR , consisting of thousands of men and women from over 31 Countries around the world, has ensured peace and
stability for the citizens of Kosovo, giving us the opportunity to shape our future in a safe and secure environment.”
Mrs. Atifete Jahjaga
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KFOR XX “Summer Festival” at Camp “Film City”.
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“International Women’s Day” celebrated at KFOR HQ.
KFOR’s “Crossfit Hero Challenge”.
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General Miglietta visiting
the NGO “Medica Kosova”,
a local organization for
improving the mental
and physical situation of
war-traumatized women.

General Miglietta attending
the Paralympics Games
“Kosovo 2016” at the Kosovo
Academy for Public Safety,
an initiative supported
by KFOR, OSCE and local
organisations. .
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General Miglietta visiting the “Don Bosco Institute” in Prishtinë/Priština.
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KFOR “Chain of Command” visits

Visit at the Orthodox Deçan/Dečane Monastery.

“I want to thank each and everyone of you for all the hard work you are doing here, we would not be successful
without your dedication and effort.”
General Philip M. Breedlove, the Supreme Allied Commander Europe (May 2013 - May 2016)
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“The NATO service members’ hard work has enabled political and diplomatic progress in Kosovo by ensuring freedom
of movement and by helping to maintain a safe and secure environment.”
General Curtis M. Scaparrotti, the Supreme Allied Commander Europe

First visit to KFOR HQ of
General Scaparrotti since his
appointment as SACEUR.
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Visit at the historic quarter of Prizren.

                      
reached so far.”
US Navy Admiral Mark E. Ferguson III, JFC–Naples Commander (July 2014 - June 2016)
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Allied Joint Force CommandNaples (JFC-Naples) Commander,
US Navy Admiral Mark Ferguson,
paid a visit to KFOR HQ at Camp
“Film City”, in Prishtina/Priština,
with his designated successor
Admiral Michelle Howard.

Admiral Howard was appointed as
the new Commander of Allied Joint
Force Command-Naples in June
2016.
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The International Stakeholders

Head of EU Office and EU Special
Representative in Kosovo, Samuel Žbogar.

EU
Commissioner
for
European
Neighbourhood Policy and Enlargement
Negotiations, Johannes Hann.

Head of the European Union Rule of Law Mission
in Kosovo (EULEX), Gabriele Meucci.
(October 2014 - June 2016)
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Special Representative of the Secretary
General and Head of the United Nations
Interim Administration Mission in Kosovo
(UNMIK), Zahir Tanin.

High
Representative
of
the
European
Union
for
Foreign
Affairs and Security Policy and
Vice-President of the European
Commission, Federica Mogherini.

OSCE Head of Mission in Kosovo,
Jean-Claude Schlumberger.
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Meetings with the Ambassadors from Troop Contributing Nations

Ambassador of UK in Kosovo, Ruairi O’Connell.

Ambassador of France in Kosovo, Maryse Daviet.

Ambassador of Germany in Kosovo, Angelika Viets.

Ambassador of Italy in Kosovo, Andreas Ferrarese.

Ambassador of USA in Kosovo, Greg Delawie.
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Ambassadors from Troop
Contributing Nations (TCNs)
receive a briefing on the latest
developments about the
security situation in Kosovo.

General Miglietta and
Senior Officers of KFOR
HQ in discussions with
Ambassadors from Troop
Contributing
Nations
(TCNs).
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High Level Talks

General
Talks in
General
Major

In Montenegro, General Miglietta
meets the Chief of General Staff
of the Armed Forces, Vice Admiral
Dragan Samardžić.
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Miglietta holds High Level
Albania with the Chief of
Staff of the Armed Forces,
General Jeronim Bazo.

General Miglietta welcomes the
Chief of General Staff of the Army of
FYROM (Former Yugoslav Republic
of Macedonia; Turkey recognizes
the Republic of Macedonia with its
constitutional name), Lieutenant
General Metodija Velichkovski, at
KFOR Headquarters in Prishtina/
Priština.

General Miglietta meets the Chief
of the General Staff of the Serbian
Armed Forces (SAF), General Ljubiša
Diković, in Nis (Serbia).
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Meetings with Institutions in Kosovo and Religious Representatives

Mr. Thaci succeeded Mrs. Jahjaga, as President, on
7 April 2016.

Prime Minister Mr. Isa Mustafa.
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Islamic Community Representative.
Head of Catholic Community in Kosovo,
Bishop Dodë Gjergji.

Bishop of Raška-Prizren,
Teodosije.

Patriarch of the Serbian Orthodox Church,
Irinej.
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Visits at KFOR HQ

President of Austria, Heinz Fischer.

President of Republic of Croatia, Kolinda Grabar Kitarović.

Former UK Defence Secretary and former Secretary General of
NATO, Lord George Robertson.
NATO Assistant Secretary General for Operations, Patrick Turner.
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The Prince of Wales.
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Minister of Defence of Slovenia,
Andreja Katič.

Minister of Defence of Albania,
Mimi Kodheli.

Minister of Defence of Montenegro,
Milica Pejanović.
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Minister of Defence of Hungary,
Istvan Simicsko.

Minister of Foreign Affairs of Italy,
Paolo Gentiloni.

Minister of Defence of Portugal,
José Alberto Azeredo Lopes.

Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of
Foreign and European Affairs of Slovakia,
Miroslav Lajčák.

Minister of Defence of Croatia,
Josip Buljević.

Minister of Defence of Italy,
Roberta Pinotti.

Vice Prime Minister of Ukraine,
Ivanne Klympush-Tsintsadze.
Minister of Defence of Moldova,
Anatolie Salaru.
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RADIO KFOR – 4U MAGAZINE – KFOR CHRONICLE
In today’s information environment KFOR develops, designs, produces, distributes,
disseminates and evaluates products that provide information relating to important
topics within the community. As the information environment evolves, the dissemination
of these products is expanding from traditional print (4U Magazine, KFOR Chronicle) and
broadcast (Radio K4) to more sophisticated use of the Internet, facsimile messaging, text
messaging and other emerging media.
KFOR communication tools are:
t The “KFOR Chronicle” is produced as an internal publication, to inform KFOR soldiers. Most KFOR soldiers
do not have access to KFOR website and, therefore, the newspaper is a very useful source of information
for them. Only a limited number of printed copies are made available to the public. The contents are not
necessarily the official views of, or endorsed by the coalition governments’ defence departments. These
can be articles, photos or ideas for stories.
t The “For you – 4U” is a youth magazine, which is issued 10 times a year, in Albanian as well as Serbian.
Target audience for this magazine is teenagers between 12 and 18 years old. “For you – 4U” magazine
is also available on the Internet, since 2007, with its own website and with a Facebook type appearance.
t We also have a dedicated radio station, Radio K4, giving us coverage throughout Kosovo to a large and
diverse audience. In times of crisis, it is a valuable asset in order to enable COM KFOR to address KOSOVO
population directly. We are broadcasting a bilingual program 24/7 from a KFOR owned radio station, in
Camp “Film City”. It consists of a media mix with jingles, features and all other radio products/formats.
Also Radio K4 has its own website and a Facebook appearance.
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“KFOR Chronicle”, Radio K4 and “For you – 4U” magazine.

Radio KFOR is a 24/7 on air radio station that broadcasts two radio stations simultaneously in both the Serbian and Albanian
languages.

At the “White Cane Week” ceremony, KFOR was recognised
for “the great contribution given to the blind community
in creating equal opportunities and access in information”
because of the great effort and commitment in translating
the “For you – 4U” magazine in Braille.
The PSYOPS TV production team conducting an interview in the field.
This in turn will be dissiminated by local TV stations.
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COM KFOR Closing Address
On 7 August 2015, I was greatly honoured to become the Commander of Kosovo Force. I
did not take this duty lightly; I rolled up my sleeves and expected all of you to do the same.
Thirteen months has flown by and I have hugely enjoyed the opportunity of working with
all of you, the always deeply committed and professional dedicated soldiers and civilian
workers from the thirty-one nations that constitute the KFOR family.
KFOR has unquestionably been a Force for good in the region since 1999. We stabilized
Kosovo in turbulent times, and continue to assist the Institutions in Kosovo while they
develop and grow to serve the Kosovo people. In KFOR, we have continued working this
past year to consolidate progress and to keep the momentum towards full stabilization of
the region. All of you proved undoubtedly commitment to the KFOR mission, ensuring the
safety, security and freedom of movement for the people of Kosovo.
Always remember: our actions have meaning and KFOR is still very much needed as a key
enabler to achieve a stable environment both now and into the future.
KFOR’s motto of “Shaping the Change” is a testament to the transparent merging of
NATO and KFOR capabilities with the people of Kosovo, yet it reflects the close and quasisymbiotic relationship achieved thus far. KFOR enables and advances this process through
its organized network of international stakeholders, that today stand as one with a
unified vision and cooperative effort, supporting the future of Kosovo and eventually the
normalization of the entire Balkan region. We clearly see the “winds of change” blowing
across the region; what was thought impossible in the past is now not only achievable but
tangible. You took over the responsibility to “Shape the Change” by turning “challenges”
into “opportunities”. You performed exceptionally well doing your daily job, maximizing
contributions and contributing to consolidate the peace and stability within Kosovo.
I thank you all, once again, first of all for the efforts you have done, silently, diligently and
without complaining. I wish you all a safe and secure future as you return to your Nations
and families and express my gratitude for your comradeship and loyalty to me as your
Commander, and the integrity and honesty that was always the true compass of your
actions.
Remember that the people of Kosovo also thank you.
“Shaping the Change!”
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General Miglietta visiting Camp “Slim Lines”.
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